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APPENDICES

Appendix-I

Total number of vocabulary items used in the New English textbook for grade V.

Nouns
absence bag body cape
accident ball bomb car
acting banana bone card
action bank book cardboard
activity basis boss career
actor basket bottle car-park
actress bath boundary carpenter
addition baton box cat
adjective beach boy cauliflower
afternoon beak brain cause
age bean bread chair
aim bear broom chalk
air beauty brother chance
amount bed brother-in-low chant
animal beer brush chapati
ant beggar building chemistry
anthrax behaviour bulb child
apple bench bull chores
area bend bundle circumtance
armour bicyle bus circus
arrow biker bush city
art galleries bill businessman class
ass bio-data bus-stop classmate
asteroid biped bust claws
atmosphere bird cable clothes
attendance birth café clue
attention biscuit cage coat
attraction black-spot cake coffee
August blank calf coke
autumn blanket camera colour
baby blow campaign column
backbone butter camping comb
bacteria board canal comer
badminton boat cap compass
computer dot father girl



II

condition doubt fear glass
consonant drama feather goat
conversation drawer field god
cook drawing fighter golden-eagle
cooking-oil dream filament goods
cooking-pot dress fire goody
copy dresser fire-wood grade
correction drinking-water fish grader
country driver fisherman grammar
cow drop flame grandfather
crab dust flesh grandma
crane duty flood grandmother
criminal ear floor grandpa
crop earring flower granny
crossword east flower-vase ground
crown edge flute group
cup edition fly hair
cupboard editor foam hard work
customer education folk-tale head
cycle effort food head teacher
dad egg foot heading
dame elephant football headman
dancer end forehead headmistress
date engineer form health
daughter English fortune health-care
day entertainment fossil height
death evening fountain helper
decay event fox hill
December exam fraction hill-top
deer example Friday hobby
dentist excuse friend hole
destruction exercise friendship holiday
dictation existence frock home
ding-dong expression fruit hood
dinosaur extinction future horn
disease eye game horse
doctor face gap hospital
dog family garden hostel
doll fare gear hotel
door farming germ hour
house lesson milk orange
hunger letter mind order
husband level mine ornithicia



III

idea library minute orphan
illness licence misfortune packet
income lie mode page
injection life moment painter
instrument light momo pair
interest line Monday palace
interview lion money panda
invention list month pants
island literature morning paper
jackal litre mother paragraph
jacket load motion parents
jam loaf motor-bike park
January location mountain parrot
jar lodge mouse part
jaw long jump movie party
jilebi lord mud party dress
job lunch mum pasteurization
juice machine music patch
July madal name path
jungle madam neck pea
kennel medicine nephew pen
kerosene magic box nerve pence
kilo magician newspaper pencil
king man new-year people
kitchen manager night percent
knee mango noise percentage
knight map north-east person
laddu margin nose pet
lady market note phone
lake maths noun phonograph
lamp meal novel photograph
land meaning November physics
lane measurement number piano
language meat nurse picnic
leaf member occupation picture
leg menu October piece
lentil metre office place
leopard mile omelette plain
plan rest shopkeeper statue
planet restaurant shopping steam-engine
plant rice shower stick
plastic rich side stile
plate right sight stone



IV

player rising singer story
plot river singular story – teller
poem road sir stove
point rock sister stream
pole rolling-pin situation strength
police room size student
police-station rose skiing sugar
pond running sky summer
possessive rupee snake sun
post-office salaad snap Sunday
pot sand snout sun-light
potato sandwich snow sun-rise
potter sari snow clad sun-shade
pouch Saturday soap superlative
power sauce socks sweater
price sauropoda sofa table
prison saving son tag-question
prisoner scene song tail
prize school son-in-law tape
problem science sort target
process scientist sound tattoo
pronoun season soup tea
pronunciation seat space teacher
pub secretary species tear
puzzle sentence spelling teaspoon
quantity September spice tele-film
queen service spoon tense
question shade sport centre term
Rabies shadow spot text
radio shape spray theropoda
rafting shell spree thief
rag shelter spring thing
reading shield sprite thought
reason shirt stair thread
record shoe star Thursday
requirement shop statement tiger
time trunk villager window-ledge
toad truth voice wing
toilet Tuesday vowel winter
tomato tusk wall wire
tomb umbrella War wisdom
toothache uncle water wolf
tooth uniform waiter woman



V

tournament unit waterway wood
town unity Way word
toy vaccination wealth work
tractor valley weather worker
traffic jam vapour Web world
training vase Wednesday yard
transport vegetable week year
travelling vegetation west zebra
tree verb whispering Zoo
trek view wife
trouble village wind

Verb
abound brake close destroy
act break collect die
agree bring come dig
answer bump complete dip
apologize burn confirm direct
ask bury connect disappear
arrive buy construct dispose
attach call count dive
attack care cover divide
attend carry crawl draw
attract cast cry drink
bark catch damage drop
be cause close eat
become change collect educate
begin chant dance enjoy
behave cheat dare entertain
believe check dart excite
block chirp decide expand
blow choose define express
born clean depend fall
borrow climb describe feel
fill laugh raise spring
find lay rap sprinkle
fire leap reach sprint
flap learn read stand
flow leave receive start
fly let recite starve
follow lighten refresh state
forget like remain stay
form listen remove stop



VI

fulfil live repeat strike
get look reply study
give lose represent suffer
go love respect suggest
graze make return swallow
greet match rewrite sweep
grow mean ride swim
guard measure roar take
happen meet rot talk
harm mend run tell
heal miss rush teach
hear mix save tear
heat mop say tend
help move see thank
hide narrate sell think
hit need set throttle
hold node share throw
hurt open shine tighten
improve own shout touch
inform pass show travel
invent pay sigh trip
invite plan sign try
jog play sing unscramble
join praise slam use
judge pray sleep visit
jumble prefer smile wag
jump prepare snap wait
keep pretend solve wake
kid propose speak walk
kill prove spell want
knock put spend wash
know rain spread watch
wear die out pick out are
weep feel for put out can
welcome fall down run away could
win drive up set off do
work find out take care of have
worry fly away take away is
worship fight back throw back might
write fly back take out must
come out of get rid of turn into shall
change into getup wake up should
depend into go on go away was



VII

die of go ahead wait for were
die off laugh at am will

Adjectives
able crooked exciting hissing
absent curly expert honest
afraid cool faithful huge
alike correct fine hungry
alone dead French important
alphabetical dear fun intelligent
another domestic far interested
appropriate dreadful favourite hillock
attractive dry final hot
bad countable fitted household
beautiful cruel footed ill
big different fresh jolly
bare dining following kind
basic dirty free large
good dishonest green lazy
blue electric great local
brave equal grey located
bright excited happy long
brown explosive hard low
careful fair heavy mathematical
busy famous full meaningful
carnivorous fast gentle mercy
chubby fat hardworking male
clever fearful high mad
cold empty herbivorous Nepali
comparative entire hilly new
old satisfied situated terminal
other sad smart tired
oval safe soft top
pale present sole true
musical progressive steady ugly
Nepalese pure slim underlined
nice quarrelsome sinful united
noisy ready single unlike
peaceful red small interesting
pet related social vain
pleasant Scottish stuck valuable
poor separated successful useful
positive severe suitable various



VIII

powerful sharp sure warm
pretty short surprised wide
past sick tall windy
playful silent thin wise
primary similar spare worried
public simple stiff young
rainy rhyming straight white
right rich sweet whole
rough same tiny wicked
round strange total wrong

Adverbs
abroad everyday near then
actually finally now there
ago forwards nowadays there after
already friendly nearby today
also faithfully next tomorrow
always far often tonight
anywhere generally out too
apart happily outside unluckily
backwards heavily quickly usually
daily here quietly very
deadly how seriously well
deeply just slowly whenever
downwards last so wherever
early late sometime while
else later soon Yesterday
especially loudly suddenly yet
ever mainly surely

Pronouns
he she my whom
her their myself whose
hers them that why
him they themselves your
his us these yourself
I we this anybody
it you when everything
its yours where nobody
me herself which nothing
our himself Who someone



IX

Prepositions
about behind in to
above besides in front of towards
against below into until
along beside of up
across between on upon
after by opposite under
around down onto with
at for over without
away from off
before inside through

Conjunctions
although as if but that
and because if whether
as because of or

Interjections
bye ! I'm afraid please ! welcome !
cheer ! of course see you ! very good !
excuse ! ok sorry ! yes!
good luck ! no Thank you !
hi ! oh! thank god!

Article
a an the

Quantifiers
all every little more
several dozen lot of much
a few few lots plenty
both hundred many some
enough less millions most

Numerals
eight fifty five three twelve
five one six first
four nine seven second
fifteen seventeen ten fourth
fourteen two eleven sixth
fifty



X

Appendix – II

Total number of monomorphemic words used in New English textbook for
Grade Five

Monomorphemic Nouns
accident biped car date
adjective bird card daughter
age birth career day
aim biscuit cat death
air blank cause decay
amount blanket chair December
animal blow chalk deer
ant butter chance dentist
anthrax board chant dinosaur
apple boat chapati disease
area body child doctor
armour bomb chores dog
arrow bone circumtance doll
ass book circus door
asteroid boss city dot
atmosphere bottle class doubt
August box clue drama
autumn boy coat dream
baby brain coffee dress
bacteria bread coke drop
badminton broom colour dust
bag brother column duty
ball brush comb ear
banana bulb compass east
bank bull condition edge
basis bundle conversation effort
basket bus cook egg
bath bush copy elephant
baton bust country end
beach cable cow English
beak café crab evening
bean cage crane event
bear cake crop exam
beauty calf crown example
bed camera cup excuse
beer campaign cycle exercise
bench canal dad eye



XI

bend cap dame face
bill cape dancer family
fare grade kilo map
father grammar king margin
fear granny kitchen market
feather ground knee maths
field group knight meal
filament hair laddu meaning
fire head lady meat
fish health lake member
flame height lamp menu
flesh hill land metre
flood hobby lane mile
floor hole language milk
flower holiday leaf mind
flute home leg mine
fly hood lentil minute
foam horn leopard mode
food horse lesson moment
foot hospital letter momo
form hostel level list
fortune hotel library money
fossil hour licence month
fountain house lie morning
fox husband life mother
fraction idea light motion
Friday instrument line mountain
friend interest lion mouse
frock island literature movie
fruit jacket litre mud
future jam load mum
game January loaf music
gap jar lodge name
garden jaw lord neck
gear jilebi lunch nephew
germ job machine nerve
girl juice madal night
glass July madam noise
goat jungle medicine nose
god kennel man note
eagle kerosene mango noun
novel place rose snout
November plain rupee snow



XII

number plan salaad socks
nurse planet sand sofa
October plant sandwich soap
office plastic sari son
omelette plot Saturday song
orange poem sauce sort
order point sauropoda sound
ornithicia pole scene soup
orphan police school space
packet pond science species
page pot scientist spice
Monday potato season spoon
pair pouch seat spot
palace power secretary spray
panda price sentence spree
pants prison September spring
paper prize service sprite
park problem shade stair
parrot process shadow statement
part pronoun shape statue
party pub shell stick
patch puzzle shelter stile
path quantity shield stone
pea queen shirt story
pen question shoe stove
pence Rabies shop stream
pencil radio shower student
people rag side sugar
percent reason sight summer
person record singular sun
pet rest sir Sunday
phone restaurant sister superlative
physics right size sweater
piano river skiing table
picnic road sky tail
picture rock snake tape
piece room snap target
tattoo tooth vapour wife
tea tournament vase wind
tear town vegetable wing
tense toy verb winter
term tractor view wire
text transport thought wolf



XIII

theropoda tree village woman
thief trek voice wood
thing trouble vowel word
rice trunk wall work
star truth war world
thread Tuesday water yard
Thursday tusk way year
tiger type wealth zebra
time umbrella weather zoo
toad uncle web
toilet uniform Wednesday
tomato unit week
tomb valley west

Monomorphemic verbs
act collect flap like
agree come flow listen
answer complete fly live
apologize confirm follow look
ask connect form lose
arrive construct get love
attach count give make
attack cover go match
attend crawl graze mean
attract cry greet measure
bark damage grow meet
be dance guard mend
begin dare happen miss
believe dart harm mix
block decide heal mop
blow define hear move
born depend heat narrate
borrow describe help need
brake destroy hide node
break die hit open
bring dig hold own
bump dip hurt pass
burn direct invent pay
bury dive invite plan
buy divide jog play
call draw join praise
care drink judge pray
carry drop jumble prefer



XIV

cast eat jump prepare
catch educate keep pretend
cause enjoy kid propose
change entertain kill prove
chant excite knock put
cheat expand know rain
check express laugh raise
chirp fall lay rap
choose feel leap reach
clean fill learn read
climb find leave receive
close fire let repeat
reply sprinkle visit go on
respect sprint wag go ahead
return stand wait laugh at
ride start wake pick out
roar starve walk put out
rot state want run away
run stay wash set off
rush stop watch take care of
save strike wear take away
say study weep throw back
see suffer win take out
sell suggest work turn into
set swallow worry wake up
share sweep worship go away
shine swim write wait for
shout take come out of am
show talk change into are
sigh tell depend into can
sign teach die of could
sing tear die off do
slam tend die out have
sleep thank feel for is
smile think fall down might
snap throttle drive up must
solve throw find out shall
speak touch fly away should
spell travel fight back was
spend trip fly back were
spread try get rid of will
spring use get up



XV

Monomorphemic adjectives
able kind steady ready
absent large single red
afraid lazy small severe
appropriate local social sharp
bad long stuck short
big low sure sick
bare mercy tall silent
basic male thin similar
good mad spare simple
blue new stiff rich
brave old straight same
bright oval strange wise
brown pale sweet young
busy cruel tiny white
clever electric total whole
cold equal tired wicked
curly fair top wrong
cool fast true other
correct fat ugly another
dead empty upset intelligent
dear entire vain hot
domestic expert warm ill
dry fine wide jolly
happy French pet nice
hard fun pleasant smart
heavy far poor soft
full favourite positive sole
gentle final pretty round
high fresh past sad
honest free public safe
huge green quiet present
hungry great right pure
important grey rough slim

Monomorphemic Adverbs
also just out tomorrow
always last so well
daily late soon while
else near then Yesterday
ever now there yet
far next too how
here often very



XVI

Monomorphemic Pronouns
he our you which
her she my Who
him their that whom
his them these whose
I they this why
it us when your
me we where

Monomorphemic Prepositions
about before for off
above behind from through
against below in to
after between of up
at by on under
with down over

Monomorphemic Conjunctions
and or whether if
but as that

Monomorphemic Interjections
bye ! ok please !
cheer ! no sorry !
excuse ! oh !
hi  ! yes

Monomorphemic Articles
a an the

Monomorphemic Quantifiers
all every less much
several dozen little some
both few many most
enough hundred more

Monomorphemic Numerals
eight nine seven first
five two ten second
four three eleven
one six twelve



XVII

Appendix- III

Total number of polymorphemic words used in the new English text book for grade V.

Polymorphemic Nouns
absence criminal heading requirement
acting crossword headman rich
action cupboard headmistress rising
activity destruction health-care rolling-pin
actor dictation helper running
actress ding-dong hill-top saving
addition drawer hunger shopkeeper
afternoon drawing illness shopping
art galleries dresser income singer
attendance drinking-water injection situation
attention driver interview skiing
attraction earring invention snow clad
backbone edition location son-in-law
beggar editor long jump spelling
behaviour education magic box sport centre
bicyle engineer magician steam-engine
biker entertainment manager story – teller
bio-data existence measurement strength
black-spot expression misfortune sun-light
boundary extinction motor-bike sun-rise
brother-in-low farming newspaper sun-shade
building fighter new-year tag-question
businessman fire-wood north-east teacher
bus-stop fisherman occupation teaspoon
camping flower-vase painter telefilm
cardboard folk-tale paragraph toothache
car-park football parents traffic jam
carpenter forehead party dress training
cauliflower friendship pasteurization travelling
chemistry goody percentage unity
classmate grader phonograph vaccination
claws grandfather photograph vegetation
clothes grandma player villager
comer grandmother police-station waiter
computer grandpa possessive waterway
conversation hard work post-office whispering
cooking-oil head teacher potter window-ledge
cooking-pot rafting prisoner wisdom
correction reading pronunciation worker



XVIII

Polymorphemic Verb
abound forget refresh tighten

become fulfil remain unscramble

behave improve recite welcome

disappear inform remove rewrite

dispose lighten represent

Polymorphemic Adverbs
abroad especially nowadays there after
actually everyday nearby today
ago faithfully slowly tonight
already finally outside unluckily
anywhere friendly quickly usually
apart generally quietly whenever
daily happily seriously wherever
deadly heavily sometime backwards
deeply later suddenly downwards
loudly mainly surely forwards

Polymorphemic Adjectives
alike explosive meaningful united
alone famous Nepali unlike

alphabetical fearful musical interesting
attractive exciting Nepalese valuable

beautiful faithful noisy useful
careful fitted peaceful various

carnivorous footed powerful windy
chubby following playful worried

comparative hardworking primary surprised
crooked herbivorous rainy terminal

dreadful hilly progressive underlined
countable hissing quarrelsome rhyming

different interested related satisfied
dining hillock Scottish successful

dirty household separated suitable
dishonest located situated

excited mathematical sinful



XIX

Polymorphemic Pronouns
hers himself anybody someone
its myself everything
yours themselves nobody
hereself yourself nothing

Polymorphemic Prepositions
along around inside towards
across away in front of until
upon besides into
without beside onto

Polymorphemic Conjunctions
although as if because because of

Polymorphemic Quantifiers
a few lots
lot of millions

Polymorphemic Numerals
fifteen fourteen fifty five
fourth sixth seventeen



XX

Appendix-IV

List of total numbers of vocabulary items used in the old English textbook for
grade v

Nouns
home box answer money
family road river night
grade job village ticket
house book bus pocket
shop badminton foot plane
father policeman train service
mother policeman boat copy
name chant breakfast cart
wool puppy cow ox
map snake crass air
dot passage shirt straight
grocer country sweater fare
grocery meter cat rupee
rice baby volleyball cost
lentil goat work puzzle
sugar week activity colour
flu years life truck
oil noodle airport minibus
salt tea motorcycle car
egg onion morning hen
people comma aeroplane wall
hair dresser holiday cockpit ice-cream
farmer time compass shed
chemist water dials girl
baker bird cloud witch
crops kilometer place tower
medicine swallow motorbike prince
bread seat pilot sit silk
cake desert room ladder
hair jungle window rope
grand mother food pilot eye
dog taxi part tear
story rickshaw homework palace
grand father uncle uniform doctor
sound aunt snack purse
drum day blackboard ground
word zoo month football



XXI

television mid-day order snow leopard
partner mid night meal tiger
field bag waitress continent
classroom friend cup fact
reply vice office polar bear
clock banana bottle elephant
number chapatti buffalo trunk
bracket mo: mo mountain horn
example grandparent hospital stripe
desk ward hunter street
horse fun garden arm
table way loop binocular
brick label eagle insect
wheel teashop paw noise
bicycle pharmacy pen sparrow
sand hardware store comb dove
ice nail visitor pigeon
kitten carrot room grain
calf middle upstairs seed
drop tail handwriting root
pencil tap parent feather
mango water pot giant crest
tooth wrong giant land head
journey wolf crocodile group
postcard forest giant cucumber cross
dear gate ostrich egg bear
sail pond stone wing
snow duck list spot
sledge plane giant house fur
ship rope hand neck
cart bed grassland parrot
helicopter honey zebra peacock
yacht waiter giraffe apple
light menu lion chicken
passenger omelette rhino king
driver soup hill sky
steering fruit salad leopard henny
evening coke jackal penny
ducky card seal goat
goosey corner fish hoof
cock shopping camel mask
tourist shop water kite
form soap rock carom board



XXII

cap bar sun cassette player
radio sweet window fire
ball packet photo shuttlecock
capital biscuit conversation net
question mark play island bush
piece title lake cooking pot
paper barrater bottom chess board
way shopkeeper middle turn
class thing square music
race battery scarf ladder
road needle thunder dice
page sock jar stick
bakery mouse funnel counter
loaf bread scale fishing
money envelope scientist guitar
cinema hammer rain gauge exam
library cauliflower centimeter video
temple window letter calendar
arrow safe whole tomorrow
street milk field circle
gate cucumber jacket date
building present curtain week
tear letter clap lesson
face yak future break
mouth ear floor cook
copy nose miss trekker
man post bird supper
people flower marble Saturday
magazine ping sweet Monday
soma storm cub Tuesday
t-shirt animal calf December
English fruit winner January
classmate leaf competition April
October math drawing mate
assembly social studies master city
health race sword mat
Nepali minute umbrella wave
science tap mistake game

Verbs
meet start live get
look copy put indicate
write match grow make



XXIII

cut answer sit play
wash catch go introduce
say read pretend know
guess wind act write
see ask choose run
rain open close come
clap bang learn become
eat remember talk harvest
fly find stay enjoy
give thin walk work
wear begin ride arrive
hold cook check watch
complete help draw finish
drop pick use miss
swim climb tire clean
buy forget sand drink
keep call wait marry bring
hurt shout take hear
cry fall tell lock
love sleep fold turn
surprise travel fill leave
tear follow want drive
help show describe pass
reach smile sing dance
laugh Spend Take care quack
count look like knit
visit change carry lock
throw fight practice mark
lift dig try touch
agree trace chase cluck
bark steal point pull
hiss sail shine pour
tick hide sweep decide
shore bump shut fetch
happen push will is
celebrate win do was
are can find out fall down
have has am

Adjectives
true false big round
good angry naughty loud
whole cold hot warm



XXIV

sensible correct hard special
small back ready Clean
early safe high beautiful
happy underlined dark bright
folded nice great surprised
tall heavy dirty straight
blue left right cleaver
opposite dangerous fat black
wide light old late
white thin short noisy
narrow wrong sad horrified
Funny funny cheerful fierce
hungry torn little easy
tidy interesting kind cruel
different creamy frightened important
tired sure grey dry
brown green yellow bed
enormous soft flat kind
fast spotted shiny red
strong delicious untidy deep
muddy cloudy foggy wet
windy new gruff sweet
thin middle foolish terrified
silly stupid well proud
slow brave dead faithful
late lovely stories sized



XXV

Appendix – V
List of excluded vocabulary items from the old English textbook for grade V.

Nouns
aeroplane flag nail steering
airlines flour nest store
airport fold net straw
arm funnel oil street
artist Gardner ostrich supper
assembly gate ox swallow
baker giant partner sweet
bar giraffe passenger sword
base - camp grocer peacock T-shirt
battery gauge period talons
binoculars guitar pharmacy tap
blood hair dresser photo taxi
breakfast hammer phrase team
brick handkerchief pigeon television
bridge handwriting pilot temple
calendar hare plane Terai
camel helicopter playground thunder
captain honey police - women ticket
carrot hoofs prince tortoise
cart hoofs puppy tourist
chessboard hopscotch python tower
cinema huskies rabbit traffic
circle hunter race train
cloud insect rhino truck
cock pit journey rickshaw video
comma kingdom root visitor
competition label rope voice
continent ladder salt volleyball
crest leopard scale waitress
crocodile loop scarf water - pot
crow magazine sea wheel - chair
cucumber marbles seals wind
desert mask shed window
desk mat ship wing
dials mid - night shuttle - cock winner
dice minibus sledge witch
dove monsoon snack writing
driver monster snail ward



XXVI

drum motorcycle soap hardware store
duck mouth sparrow hand
envelope mynah storm yacht
kite grassland seed yak
bracket
Verbs
give up cut off look after remember
celebrate discuss mark send
chase drive pick sit
clap fetch plant snore
come back fight point stand up
cost finish post steal
cross guess pour tick
cut lift practise trap
Adjectives
angry enormous hot silly
black fast lovely slow
boring fierce lucky speedy
clean foggy muddy spotted
cloudy foolish naughty stupid
creamy frightened noisy tasty
deep funny real terrified
delicious horrified separate thin

Adverbs
certainly differently nearly safely
completely gently never silently
correctly fast really slowly
Pronoun
mine
prepositions
back underneath past outside
ahead near next to round

Conjunctions
so for

Interjections
Bang! Hello! sh! wof!
Help! goodbye! look wow!
Dear!
Numerals
thirty fifth



XXVII

Appendix – VI

List of repeated vocabulary items used in the New English textbook for grade V.

Nouns
action calf ear grandpa
activity cap egg ground
afternoon car elephant group
age card end hair
animal cauliflower English head
apple cause evening hill
arrow chalk event holiday
August chance eagle home
baby chapati exercise horn
back chemistry eye horse
badminton child face hospital
bag chores family house
ball class fare island
banana classmate father jackal
bank claws feather January
bean clue field jar
bear coke fire jilebi
bed colour fish job
bench column floor July
bend computer flower jungle
bicycle cook food kerosene
bill cooking-oil foot kilo
biscuit copy football king
bird correction form lake
blow country fox land
board cow Friday leaf
boat crop friend leg
body cup fruit lentil
book cycle future leopard
box date game letter
boy day garden library
bread December girl life
brother doctor glass light
building dog goat line
bus door grade Lion
bush dot grandfather list
bus-stop dresser grandma litre



XXVIII

cake driver grandmother load
loaf pencil shopkeeper trek
madam people shopping trouble
medicine picnic side trunk
man picture sir truth
map piece sister Tuesday
market place sky umbrella
meal plan snake uncle
meat plant snow uniform
member plate socks unit
menu point someone vegetable
metre pole son verb
milk police song village
minute police-station sound villager
momo pond soup voice
Monday pot space wall
money potato stick water
morning price stone waiter
mother puzzle storm way
motor-bike question story weather
mountain radio student Wednesday
mouse restaurant sugar week
music rice summer wife
name right sun wind
newspaper river Sunday winter
night road sweater wolf
nose rock table woman
November room tail wood
number rose tea word
October rupee teacher worker
office Saturday tear world
omelets school thief year
orange scientist thing zebra
page seat Thursday zoo
pair sentence tiger
paper September time
paragraph service tooth
parents shirt town
park shoe travelling
pen shop tree



XXIX

Verbs
act drink mean travel
answer drop measure try
ask eat meet use
arrive feel miss visit
bark find move wag
be fly open wait
become follow pass walk
begin forget plan want
believe get play wash
blow give put watch
born go rain wear
brake grow read welcome
bring happen reply win
bump hear ride work
bury help run write
buy hide save come out of
carry hold say fall down
catch hurt see find out
change join sell run away
check jump shout am
choose keep show are
clean kill sing can
climb knock sleep could
close know speak do
come laugh spend have
crawl learn start is
cry like stay might
dance listen stop must
decide live study shall
describe look sweep should
die love take was
dig make talk were
draw match tell will



XXX

Adjective
bad excited hilly safe
beautiful fast hungry present
big fat important red
blue empty interested short
brave exciting hot sick
bright faithful ill simple
brown fine kind rich
good false large same
careful far long soft
clever following Nepali small
cold green new social
dead great old suitable
dear grey nice surprised
dry happy poor tall
cruel hard past thin
different hardworking round top
dirty high sad true
quiet white useful underlined
right wrong warm interesting
heavy straight windy
full tired young

Adverb
ago here outside too
also last quickly very
always later then well
carefully near sometime quietly
daily now there Yesterday
everyday out today
early next tomorrow

Pronouns
they you yours why
he me your who
him it when this
I her my that
she hers where these
them its which his
us their whom
we our whose



XXXI

Preposition
about between in front to
across by into up
after down of upon
onto for on under
around from over with
at inside off
behind in through

Conjunction
and but or that

Interjection
of course! oh! thank you yes
no Please! welcome

Article
a an the

Quantifiers
all every lot of much
several few many some
enough little more most

Numerals
eight nine ten fourth
five two eleven sixth
four three twelve
fifteen six first
one seven second



XXXII

Appendix- VII

List of included vocabulary items used in the New English textbook for grade V.

Nouns
absence black-spot clothes dress
accident blank coat drinking-water
acting blanket coffee drop
actor butter comb dust
actress bomb comer duty
addition bone compass earring
adjective boss condition east
aim bottle consonant edge
air boundary conversation edition
amount brain coking-pot editor
anthrax broom crab education
area brother-in-low crane effort
armour brush criminal engineer
art galleries bulb crossword entertainment
ass bull crown exam
asteroid bundle cupboard example
atmosphere businessman customer excuse
attendance bust cad existence
attention cable dame expression
attraction café dancer extinction
autumn cage daughter farming
bacteria camera death fear
basis campaign decay fighter
basket camping beer filament
bath canal dentist fire-wood
baton cape destruction fisherman
beach cardboard dictation flame
beak career ding-dong flesh
beauty car-park dinosaur flood
beer carpenter disease flower-vase
beggar cat doll flute
behaviour chair doubt fly
biker chant drama foam
bio-data circumtance drawer folk-tale
biped circus drawing forehead
birth city dream fortune
fossil jacket new-year planet
fountain jam noise plastic



XXXIII

fraction jaw north-east player
friendship juice note plot
frock kennel noun poem
gap kitchen novel post-office
gear knee nurse potter
germ knight occupation pouch
god laddu order power
golden-eagle lady moment prison
good morning lamp month prisoner
goody lane motion prize
grader language movie problem
grammar lesson mud process
granny level mum pronoun
hard work licence ornithicia pronunciation
head teacher lie orphan pub
heading literature packet quantity
headman location painter queen
headmistress lodge palace Rabies
health long jump panda rafting
health-care lord pants rag
height lunch parrot reading
helper machine part reason
hill-top madal party record
hobby magic box party dress requirement
hole magician pasteurization rest
hood manager patch rich
hostel mango path rising
hotel margin pea rolling-pin
hour maths pence running
hunger meaning percent sake
husband measurement percentage sand
idea mile person sandwich
illness mind pet sari
income mine phone sauce
injection misfortune phonograph sauropoda
instrument mode photograph saving
interest neck physics scene
interview nephew piano science
invention nerve plain season
secretary spot tense vapour
shade spray term vase
shadow spree text vegetation
shape spring theropoda view



XXXIV

shell sprite thought vowel
shelter stair thread war
shield star toad waterway
shower statement toilet wealth
sight statue tomato web
singer steam-engine tomb west
singular stile toothache whispering
situation story – teller tournament window-ledge
size stove toy wing
skiing stream tractor wire
snap strength traffic jam wisdom
snout sin-light training work
snow clad sun-rise transport yard
sofa sun-shade tusk tattoo
son-in-law superlative type teaspoon
sort tag-question unity tele-film
species tape vaccination spice
spelling target valley spoon
sport centre

Verbs
abound cause depend fill
agree chant destroy fire
apologize cheat dip flap
attach chirp direct flow
attack collect disappear form
attend complete dispose fulfil
attract confirm dive graze
behave connect divide greet
block construct educate guard
borrow count enjoy harm
break cover entertain heal
burn damage excite heat
call dare expand hit
care dart express improve
cast define fall inform
invent receive strike get rid of
invite recite suffer getup
jog refresh suggest go on
judge remain swallow go ahead
jumble remove swim laugh at
kill repeat teach pick out
lay represent tear put out
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leap respect tend set off
leave return thank take care of
let rewrite think take away
lighten roar throttle throw back
lose rot throw take out
mend rush tighten turn into
mix set touch wake up
mop share trip go away
narrate shine unscramble wait for
need sigh wake raise
node sign weep rap
own slam worry reach
pay smile worship sprint
praise snap change into starve
pray solve depend into state
prefer spell die of drive up
prepare spread die off fly away
pretend spring die out fight back
propose sprinkle feel for
prove stand fly back
Adjectives
able carnivorous dishonest favourite
absent chubby electric final
afraid comparative equal fitted
alike crooked explosive footed
alone curly fair fresh
alphabetical cool famous free
appropriate correct fearful gentle
attractive domestic entire herbivorous
bare dreadful expert hissing
basic countable French honest
busy dining fun huge
intelligent peaceful sharp strange
hillock pet silent tiny
household pleasant similar total
jolly positive rhyming terminal
lazy powerful satisfied ugly
local pretty situated united
located playful so unlike
low primary smart upset
mathematical rainy sole vain
meaningful rough steady valuable
mercy progressive slim various
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male pure sinful wide
mad quarrelsome single wise
oval ready stuck worried
pale related successful whole
musical Scottish sure wicked
Nepalese separated spare other
noisy severe stiff another

Adverbs
abroad faithfully nigh backwards
actually far often downward
already finally soon forwards
anywhere friendly suddenly heavily
apart generally surely slowly
deadly happily there after loudly
deeply just tonight wherever
elderly late unluckily while
else mainly usually yet
especially nowadays whenever nearby
ever

Pronouns
himself themselves herself nobody
myself yourself anybody nothing
someone everything

Prepositions
above away beside until
against before opposite without
along below towards besides
conjunctions
because of as because whether
although as if if

Interjections
bye ! good luck! ok! thank you !
cheer! hi ! see you! very good !
excuse! I'm afraid! sorry!
Quantifiers
a few dozen less millions
both hundred lots plenty

Numerals
fourteen fifty fifty five seventeen
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